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BY

LAMBERTO CESARI(')

In the last years a great deal of research has been done on the axiomatiza-

tion of the concept of linear integral over a variety T, but very little for the

nonlinear integrals 3=Jrf(p, q), P = (Pu • ■ • , Pm), ff=(ffi, ' ' • , ff*), though
they have their natural place in Volterra's functional analysis. In the present

paper we give the first elements of a very general axiomatization concerning

such integrals. This is done by introducing a concept of quasi normality (quasi

additivity, quasi subadditivity, etc.) which extends Banach's concept of nor-

mality. As we will see, if <p(T) is a quasi additive set function of bounded varia-

tion, then the integral 3(/, T, ip) of a function f(p, q) over any continuous

parametric mapping T with respect to <f> (f positive homogeneous of degree

one in q but not necessarily linear) can be defined by a process of limit on

the set function <Ï>(T) =f[T(r), <p(I)], tEI, and this set function is proved to

be itself quasi additive [§6, Theorem (i)]. It appears, therefore, that the con-

cept of quasi additivity is a generalization of the usual additivity which is

reproduced by the integrand /, though the latter is not linear. The integral

3 is obtained by means of a process of limit involving a mesh 5 which is de-

fined axiomatically. Such a process is more general than usual since 5 is not

required to decrease nor approach zero by refinements only. Examples of this

situation are known (§4). In successive papers we will discuss the problem of

extension and other properties of the integral 3 in connection with measure

theory, Radon-Nikodym derivatives, and weak convergence.

The present integral 3 contains, as a particular case, the concept of integral

over a continuous surface T of finite area, as defined by the author and used in

surface area theory and the calculus of variations by L. Sigalov, J. M.

Danskin, V. E. Bononcini, J. Cecconi, L. H. Turner, and the author. In this

particular situation <p(I) is the usual vector signed area of the same mapping

T.

As is natural, the same integral 3 contains, as a particular case, the classic

Weierstrass integral over a curve of finite Jordan length.

Finally, the process of limit considered in the present paper can be thought

of as extending Burkill's integration process for normal interval functions.

Burkill's integral has been used in connection with total variation, Jordan
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length, and area of nonparametric surfaces by T. Radó, S. Saks, L. Tonelli

and others. On this subject we mention the monograph of S. Kempisty [2].

For the bibliography on the general subject see [l]. In particular, for

some extensions of the usual requirements in connection with Burkill integra-

tion, see, e.g., L. Tonelli [6a] and H. Kober [3].

1. The concept of mesh. We shall denote by A a given set, or space, by

{7} a collection of subsets 7 of A, by 2) a nonempty family of finite systems

D of sets 7£ {7}, i.e., D=[l]= [ix, • ■ • , In], and D is not necessarily a par-

tition of A. We shall denote by ô(D), 7?£2), a real function defined for all sys-

tems 7?£2). We shall denote the sets 7 as "intervals" and 5(7)) as the "mesh of

D," or a "mesh function." Concerning the systems 7)£2) we will make either

of the following hypotheses:

(b) Either (b') A is any set, and the sets 7 of each system D £ 2) are dis-

joint, i.e., 7, /££> implies If~\J=0, 0 the empty set; or (b") A is a topo-

logical space, U is the collection of all open sets U of A, each set 7£{7}

possesses interior points, and the sets 7 of each system 7) £2) are nonoverlap-

ping, i.e., 7, JED implies 7°, /V0, Pr\J° = I*r\J° = Pr\J* = 0, where °
and * denote the subsets of the interior and boundary points of a set in A (in

the topology U).

Concerning the mesh function o(D) we make the following hypotheses:

(di) 0<5(7))< + °° for every D£2);

(d2) Given e>0 there are systems 7J£2) with 0<8(D) <e.

Note that 5(D) is a property of the whole system D. It is not requested that

any system 7J>£2) has in 2) some refinement D', and, if this happens, no rela-

tion is implied between 5(D) and S(D').

Let <b(I) = [</>i(7), • • • , <bk(I) ], 7£ {7}, be any real-valued interval vector

function defined for every 7£{7}. If A = l we say that <j>(I) is an interval

scalar function. By ||0[| we shall denote the Euclidean norm.

Foreveryr = l, • • • , A, weshalldenoteby*35r = *33(<^r,^), *53r = *25(</>r,^)

the numbers

*23r = *93(<*>r, A) = lim inf 23 <*>r(7),
i(D)-K)   ieD

*23r = *%(<br, A) = lim sup 23 <k(7),
«(!»-«>   Zed

— 00 ̂ *33r^*33rá + °° ,where D= [i] denotes any system 7)£2). The num-

bers *25r, *2Sr could be denoted as Burkill-type lower and upper integrals of <f>T.

Finally, we will put *3S = (*5Bi, • • • ,»»*), *3S = (*35i, ■ • • , *25*). If *SSr=*58r
(finite, or not), r= 1, • • -, A, i.e., if the limit exists

5Br = SB(0r, A) =   lim    £ ^(7), r = 1, • • • , A,
J(D)-K)   IeD

we shall denote by 33 = 35(0, A) the vector (or Burkill-type integral)
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SB = Sß(0, A) =   lim    E 4>(I).
«(D)—o /e¿>

For nonnegative scalar functions 0 we will find it convenient to denote *$$($),

*W), SBGM by *V(xp), *F(0), V(yp) respectively. Thus Og*Fg*Fg + oo,
and O^F^ + oo if F exists. It may occur that <p(I), 0(T) depend also on

arbitrary parameters, and that the lim inf, lim sup, above are taken for all

possible values of the parameters. In this case the limits above, if they exist

are then independent of the choice of these parameters.

2. Quasi normal functions. Let <p(T) = (0i, • • • , <pk), IE {T},be any real-

valued interval vector function. We shall say that 0(T) is quasi additive (with

respect to the mesh function 8(D) and the family D) provided

(0) given €>0 there is a number n = n(t) such that, if D0 = [^EQ is any

system with 8(Da) <r¡, then there is also a number X=X(«, D0) >0 such that,

for every system D = [T]G© with 8(D) <X we have

(0i) E    E W) - <P(D   < e,

(02) E lkC/)ll < h

where the last sum is taken for all JED, J(\_I for any IED0.

If m is any real number, let m+, mr be, as usual, the numbers m+

= (\m\ +»0/2, m~=(\m\ -m)/2.
An interval scalar function \p(T) is said to be quasi subadditive (with re-

spect to the mesh function S(T>) and the family D) provided the statement (\p)

holds which is analogous to (0) where (0i), (02) are replaced by the single rela-

tion

(w e r e w) - hi)] <«.
ieD0 L jcJ J

In an analogous fashion we can define quasi overadditive scalar functions.

A scalar function 0 is said to be quasi normal if it is either quasi additive, or

quasi subadditive, or quasi overadditive.

We shall denote by 5(0, D) the sum E$(-0> where E ranges over all

I ED. If0is quasi subadditive, then —0 is quasi overadditive. It may occur

that 0(T), 0(7) depend also on arbitrary parameters, and we may require that

the numbers 77(e), X(e, D0) of definitions (0), (0) can be determined inde-

pendently of the values chosen for these parameters.

(2.i) A vector function 0(T) = (0i, • • • , 0*), IE {i}, is quasi additive (with

respect to 8(D) and 35) if and only if all components 0r(T), r = l, ■ ■ • , A, are

quasi additive (with respect to 8(D) and SD).
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This statement is an immediate consequence of the definitions.

(2.ii) If <(>', 0" are quasi additive, then the sum a<p'-\-ß<p"', a, ß real, is quasi

additive. If 0', <b" are quasi subadditive, then the sum a<p' A-ß<b", a,ß^0, is quasi

subadditive.

This statement is an immediate consequence of the definitions and of the

triangular relations: Hm+î'II ^||m||+|M| for all vectors u, v, [u-\-v]+^u+

+v+, [u-\-v]~^u~+v~ for all real numbers u, v. As a consequence of the

definitions we have also

(2.iii) If all \<br\, r = 1, • • • , A, are quasi additive, then also \\<b\\ is quasi

additive.

(2.iv) Under the conditions of (0) we have ||5(0, D)—S(<¡>, D<¡)\\ <2e. For a

nonnegative xp, under the conditions of ty), we have S(xp, D) — Sty, 7)0) > — e.

Proof. We have

S(4>, D) - S(4>, D0) = 23 [ Z <t>(J) - *(/)] + £ M,
leD L /<=/ J      jçi

and (<j>x), ((pi) imply the first part of (2.iv). Analogous relation holds for \p,

and, if l/'eO, then (^i) implies the second part of (2.iv).

(2.v) 7/0(7) is any quasi additive vector function, then the limit exists and is

finite

23 = 230) -    hm   S(<b, D) =    lim     23 *(*),
ä(Z>)-»0 ¡(D)—O   H=D

23 = (23i, ■ • • , 23*), - « < 23r < + », r = 1, • ■ • , A.

7/0(7) is any nonnegative quasi subadditive scalar function, then the limit exists

(finite, or + « )

Vty) =    lim   Sty, D) =   lim     23 *(/),
S(B)->0 i(.D)->0    I<=D

0^ Vf¿ + «î . 7» other words, 23(0), Vty) exist as Burkill-type integrals.

Proof. Given e>0, let rj, D0, X as in (0) and suppose D, 7)'£2), 5(7?) <X,

5(7)') <X. Then, by (2.iv), we have ||5(0, D) -5(0, 7)0)|| <2e, ¡|5(0, D') -5(0, D0)\\
<2e, and finally ||S(0, 7?)-5(0, D')\\ <4«. This proves the first part of (2.v).

Given e>0 let rj be as in (0) and note that, by the definition of *V= *Vty),

there is a 7)0£2) with 5(2?0)<ij, Sty, D0)>*V-e if *V< + «>, >«-» if

*V= + <x>. Let X=X(e, D0) as in (\p) and note that for every 7)£2) with

5(7)) <X we have, by (2.iv), Sty, D) - Sty, 7)0) > - e and hence Sty, D)>*V

-2e if *F= + °o, >e1-e if *V= + <*>. Thus *F^*F-2e, or ^e^-e re-

spectively, and finally *F^*F. Thus, *F=*F= F, 0^ Fg + ».
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Remark. Note that F(0) is the lim sup 5(0, D) and not the sup 5(0, D).

Examples show (§4) that these numbers may be different. If axiom (0) is

replaced by (0*) Given e>0 and any finite system T>0= [T]G®, there is a

number X=X(e, Da) >0 such that for every system D= [J]ED with 8(D) <X

we have (0i), then F(0) =sup 5(0, D).

3. First properties of quasi normal functions.

(3.i) If 0 is any nonnegative quasi subadditive scalar function and F(0)

< + oo, then 0 is quasi additive. In other words, if (d), (0) hold, 0^0, and the

Burkill-type integral F(0) is finite, then (0) holds.

Proof. Let 77(e), X(e, D0) be as in (0). Since F(0) exists and is finite, given

€>0 there is a number u(e)>0 such that for every D0= [i], DoES), with

8(Do) <m(0 we have

(3.1) |F(0)-Er*CO|   <«A

where E* denotes any sum ranging over all T£T>0. Let Da be chosen in such

a way that 8(D0) <min[p.(e), »(e/6)]. Take X'=X'(e) =min [p.(e), X(e/6, DB)]

and consider any system D= [j], Z>£©, with 8(D) <X'. By (0) we have

(3.2) Er[E(7)^(T)-0(/)]-<i/6,

where E(/) denotes any sum ranging over all JED, JET On the other hand,

we have

(^A) |F(0)-E^(T)|   <e/3,

where Ej denotes any sum ranging over all JED. Note that for every real

m we have | m\ =m++m~, m = m+ — mr and hence \m\ —m + 2m~. We shall

denote by E' anY sum ranging over all JED with J(\_I for any IED0. We

have

0 ̂  Er I EU) *(T) - 0(7) I   + E' HJ)
= Er [Ea) 0(-7) - 0(7)] + 2 Er [E(/) *C0 " *(/)]" + E' *(•/)

= [E^(T) - F(0)] - [E/0(7) - F(0)] + 2 Er [EUW) - 0(7)]",

where in the second member both expressions are nonnegative. By (3.1), (3.2)

and (3.3) we have

0 è Er I E(7) HD - HD I  + E' HD ̂  e/3 + e/3 + e/3 = e,

and both requirements (0i), (02) are satisfied for the nonnegative scalar func-

tion 0, i.e., 0 is quasi additive.

(3.ii) If 0(7) = (0i, • • • , 0„) is ffWöJi additive, then the functions 0r(T),
r=l, • • • , A, are afao owaii" additive, and the functions \\<p\\, \cpr\, 0+, <p7 are

quasi subadditive.
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Proof. We shall use below the notations 23r, 23U)> 23' introduced for the

proof of (3.i). Given €>0, let ij(e), D0= [i], X(e, 7)0), D= [j] as in (0). For

every 7£D0 let u(I) = (ult •••,«*) be the vector

«(7) = 23(/) 0(7) - <p(D.

Then, by Minkowski's inequality, we have

||0(7) + U(I)\\   =  || 23(7> 0(y)||   =   [23r (23(/) 0r(7))2]^2

^   Z(i)[Sr0r(7)]1'2=   Z(/) h(J)l

On the other hand, 0(7) = [d>(I)+u(I)] + [-u(P)], and hence

23(/) ||0(7)|| - ||0(/)|| iï h(I) + u(I)\\ - ||0(7)|| ̂  - ||«(/)||,

[23(i)||0(7)||-||0(7)||]-^||M(7)||)

2Z1 [Z(I)h(J)\\ - U(i)\\]-^ Ilih(i)\\ < e,
and this proves that ||0|| is quasi subadditive. By (2.i) we know that the

functions 0r, r= 1, • • -, A, are quasi additive, and by the result now proved

we conclude that the functions |0r| are quasi subadditive.

Observe that for all real numbers m, p with p ^ 0 we have | m—p | = | p — m \

^m~. Indeed, if m^O, then m~ = 0; if m^O, then |m—p\ = | —m~—p\ =m~

-\-p^m~. We have now

UriD   =   Z(/> 0r(7)   - 0,(7)

= [ZU) 0r+(7) - 0,+(7)] - [E(/) 0T(7) - 0T(/)].

If 0,(7) ^0 then 0r(7) = 0 and

[23(/> 4>,+(7) - 0+(/)]- =§ | «,(7) I ,       [23(/) 0T(7) - o]- = 0.

If 0,(7) ̂  0, then 0+(7) = 0 and

[23(/) 0+(7) - o]- = o,     [23(/) 0r-(7) - 0,-(/)]- á I «,(/) I.

In both cases we have

[£(/) 0,+(7) - 0+(7)]- g  | «,(7) | ,        [23(7) 0T(7) - 0T(7)J- á  | «,(7) | ,

and finally, since 0r is quasi additive, also

23/ [23(7> 0,+(7) - 0r+(7)]-   23/ [£<" 0,-(7) - 0r(/)]- á Er I «,(7) | < «.

Thus 0r+, 0r are quasi subadditive, and (3.ii) is proved.

(3.iii) If all components 0r of 0= (0i, • • • , 0*) are nonnegative and quasi

subadditive, then ||0|| î's gw¿m subadditive. Ifall functions <pt, <p7, r=l, ■ • ■ , k,

are quasi additive, then all functions <pT, 10r|, ||0|| are quasi additive.

Proof. Given €>0, there is n(e) >0 such that for every 770 = [7] with 5(7)0)

<v, there is aX=X(e, 7)0)>0 such that for D- [7] with 5(7)) <X we have
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Er [E(/) >t>AD - <t>r(I)]' < «, r = 1, • • • , A.

If Mr, Mr*", «rhave the usual meaning, we have uT = uT¥ — u7, uf^O, «rèO, and

0 á Er«r(7) < í, r = 1, • • • , A.

If tt+(7) = (wi+, • • • , u¡t), u~(I) = (ur, • • • , wi~), then, as above, we have

||0(7) + «(/)|| ̂ E(7)lk(T)||,
||0(/)N||0(7)-«-(7)||+||M-(7)||.

If îf(7) = (wi, ■ • • , w*) is the vector whose components are wr = 0 if 0r —«r

ïîO, ov=|0r — Ur~\ if 0r —wr<0, then, since 0rèO, we have, in the latter

case, | wT\ = [0r — Ur~\ ̂  | ur\ =uy, and in any case, | wT\ ^«r, r = 1, • • • , A.

Hence ||w|| ^||«i|, and also

(3.5) ||0(7) - «-(7)|| ^ ||0(7) - «"(/) + W(7)|| + ||W(7)||.

Finally, we observe that all components of the vectors 0 — «_+wand cp — u~

+w+u+ are not negative, and the components of the former are ^ the cor-

responding components of the latter. Hence

(3.6) ||0 — u~ + w|| ^ ||0 — u~ + w + u+\\ = ||0 + u + w||.

By force of (3.4), (3.5), (3.6) we have successively,

H0II g ||0 - «i| + ||«i| g ||0 - «- + w\\ + \\w\\ + \\u-\\

Ú ||0 + « + w\\ + \\w\\ + ||«-|| Ú ||0 + «II + ||w|| + HI + ||«i|
á ||0 + «II + 3||«-||,

||0(7)|| ^ ||0(7) + «(7)|| + 3[«r(7) + • • • + uk~(I)].

Finally, we have

Ikcoll áE(7)lk(T)|| + 3Er«r(7),
Er [E(7) \\HD\\ - lk(/)||]- é3 2Zr2Zi U7(I) Ú 3A£.

Thus, the first part of (3.hi) is proved. To prove the last part, observe that

<pr — <Pr' — d>7, ¡0r| —<Pr~+<Pr~ are quasi additive by force of (2.ii), and that

0, [I0II are quasi additive by force of (2.i) and (2.iii).

(3.iv) If 0 is any quasi additive vector function, then the limits exist

SB = SB(0) =   lim  5(0, D), SB - (SBi, • • • , SB*),

% = SB(0r) =   lim   5(0r, D), - »o < SBr < + », r = 1, • • • , A,
«(D)-0

V = Hlkll) =   hm   5(||0||, D), 0g7g + »,
i(ß)-0
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0á K,á + », f- 1, . - .,*,

OáJ7+á + «,r = I, -'•,*,

Fr- Hl 0,|) =   hm  5(10,1,0),
J(O)-.0

7+ = 7(0+) =   lim  5(0r+, D),
«(D) —0

7r = 7(0r) =   lim  5(0r, 77),
i(ß)-K)

Og 7rá + »,r= 1, k.

This statement is a consequence of (3.ii), (2.v). Note that, if 7= 7(||0||)

< + », then 7r, 7r+, Vr~< + ^.

(3.v) 7/ 0 tí any quasi additive vector set function and 7(||0||) < + co, we

have

7+ - V7 = 23r(       7+ + V7 = Vr,

r = 1, • • • , A,

(*      A1'2      /   *      A1'2 *

23*:) =(z^) *\\v\\*Xv,

These inequalities are an immediate consequence of the definitions. Note

that the third inequality of the last line is a consequence of the triangular

relation

\ r-X L IeD A J JSD L r_l J

(3.vi) If 0 is any quasi additive set function and 7(||0||) < + <x>, then all

functions 0, 0r, ||0||, ¡0r|, 0+, 0r are quasi additive.

Indeed, all 0r are quasi additive by (2.i) and ||0||, |0r|,0r+, 0r are quasi

subadditive by (3.ii). By 7< + » we deduce 7r, 7+, 7r< °°, and by (3.i)
we conclude that ||0||, |0r|, 0+, 0r are quasi additive.

(3.vii) If 0 is quasi additive and 7(||0||) < + «>, then given «>0 there is a

number ¿t(e) >0 such that, for every 7)0= [7], 7)0£2), with 5(7)0) <p, we have

33(0) - 23 <t>(D
ieD0

<«, 7(||0||) - 23II0COII
rsBo

<«,

and analogous relations hold for 7„ 7+, Vr, r=l, ■ • • , k. In addition, given

e>0 o«¿7)0£2) with 5(7)0) <ju(e), there is another number X=X(e, 7)0), 0 <X^/i,

such that for every other system D= [j], 7)£2), with 5(7)) <X(e, D0), we have

E
/eßn

E 0(7) - 4>(I)
Jet

<«,      E
rer>(

E    ikcoll < «
Jtl for anyleDo

E Il0(/)ll - Ikooll
Je/

<«,
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and analogous relations hold for 0r, 0r+, <p7. We may also suppose p(e) ^e.

This statement is a consequence of (0i), (02), (3.iv), and (3.vi).

4. Examples.

1. Suppose A = [0, l] with the usual topology, {7} the class of all inter-

vals 7= [a, b]EA, a<b, and define |7| —b—a. Suppose 35 be the family of

all finite systems T>=[7] of nonoverlapping 7£{7). If we take 5(T>)

= [l— El T| ]+max | 7|, then 0<8(D) <2, and the axioms (d) are trivial.

Take A = l and 0(7) =& — o>0. Given e>0 arbitrary take 77 = ??(e) = e/2 and

let T>0=[7y, j=i, • ■ • , N] be any system T>0G35 with 5(7>0)<»?. Take
X=X(e, Do) =e/4N. If 7> = [J] is any system with 8(D) <X, and we denote

by E' any sum ranging over all JED with 7(T.T for any IED0, we have

E'0(T)<[l-EI-r;|]+2^(e/4^)<e/2 + É/2 = e, and (02) holds. Also, if
E0) denotes a sum ranging over all JED with J C I,; we have 0(7;)

- E°'> HD >0, and Ei [HIA - E(i) HD ] < [1 - EM ]+2A7(e/4A7) <e/2
+ e/2 = e, and (0i) holds. Thus, 0 is quasi additive with Sß= 1.

2. Supposed, {7}, and 35 as above. Take 0(7) = |7| =b—a if 7= [a, b],

0<a<b^l, 0(7) = |7|+1 if 0 = o<6gl. Take 5(T») as above if for no IED
we have a = 0, take 8(D) = [l— El l\ ]+max |T| +1 if for one IED we
have 7= [O, b]. If 77 < 1 and 8(D) <1, D= [I], then there is in D no interval

T= [O, b]. Axioms (d) are trivial. By the same reasoning above with

i; = min [e/2, l] we prove that 0 is quasi additive with F=l.

3. The same as 2 with the two definitions of 8(D) exchanged. Then if

íj<1 and S(T>) <1, D= [I], there is in D one interval 7= [O, b]. By the same

reasoning we prove that 0 is quasi additive with F=2.

4. Suppose A, {i}, and 35 as above. For every real m, O^m^l, take

o(m) =0 if m is irrational, o(m) = l/p if m = q/p, p, q integers, p = l minimum,

0 ^q up. Take A = 1 and 0(7) = | T| = b - a for T = [a, b] C A. For

Z)=[7J-, ¿«1, .... N], 7y=[ay, bj] take 8(D) = [l- El T*| ]+™ax | T,-|
+ E*(öy) + E<K*/)- For T»= [7i], 71= [O, l], we have 8(D) =0 + 1 + 1 + 1 =3;
for T>=[Ti, It], h=[0, 1/2], 72=[l/2, l], we have 8(D) = 1/2 + (1 + 1/2)
+ (1/2 + 1) =3+1/2. Thus 8(D) does not necessarily decrease by refinement.

Axiom (di) is trivial. Given e>0 let T>= [7,] with 73= \a¡, b¡\, all a,, bj irra-

tional with 1— E(&;—ai) <€/2, bj—aj<e/2. Then 8(D) <e. We may also

choose an integer M^3, AT>4/e, M prime, and suppose tty, 6y all of the form

q/M2, ff = l, 2, • • • , M2-l, and iV=JT. Namely, we may take ai = l/A72,

o, » 61 = 1/M + 1/M2, a3 = i>2 = 2/M + 1/M2, • • • , oy - bs-i <= (M - l)/M

+ 1/M2, bN = l-l/M2. Then 8(D) = (2/M2) + (l/M)+M(2/M2)<i/M<e.
This remark shows that Axiom (d2) also holds. The proof that the Axioms

(0i)> (02) hold is the same as for Example 1. Thus 0 is quasi additive and

SB = 1.
5. Supposed, {7}, and 35 as above. Suppose A = 1 and 0(7) = I 7| =6 —a

if both a, b are irrational, <b(I)=a — b otherwise. For D= [7]£35, 7= [a, b],
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take 5(7)) = (1—231 ̂ 1 )+max l-^l if aU a> ° are irrational, take 5(7)) = 1
otherwise. Obviously Axioms (d) are satisfied. If 7)= [7], 5(7)) <1, then all

a and b are irrational. Obviously Axioms (0) are satisfied, 0(7) is quasi addi-

tive, and 23 = 1.
6. The same as in 5, with 5(7)) = (1— £ |7|)+max |7| if all a, b are

rational, 5(77) = 1 otherwise. All Axioms (d) and (0) are satisfied, 0 is quasi

additive, and 23= —1.
7. Jordan length for continuous curves. Let C: x = x(t), O^i^l,

x=(xx, ■ • • , xk), be any real continuous vector function (a continuous para-

metric curve). Take A= [0, l], {7} the class of all intervals 7= [a, b]C.A,

2) the class of all finite subdivisions 7)= [7y, j = l, • • • , N], I¡= [a,_i, a,-],

0 = fl0<Oi< • • • <ajv=l, and suppose 5(7))=max |7,| =max (a¡ — a,_i).

Then 0< 5(77)^1 and Axioms (d) are trivial. Suppose 0(7) = (0i, ■ • • , <bk),

<br(I)=xr(b)—xT(a), r = l, • • ■ , A, for every 7= [a, b]QA. Denote by

Afr = max |x,(i)| for O^f^l, and Af=maxMr, r = l, • • • , A. Given e>0

take ?; = 77(e)=2, let 7)0= [7f, i=l, ■ • • , N] be any system 7)0£2) (with

5(770) <2). Because of the continuity of x(t) thereisaX=X(e, 7)0)>0such that

||0(7)|| <e/2N for all 7= [a, b] with b-a<\. Now suppose D= [j] be any

system 77£2) with 5(7)) <X. Then the sum £'||0(7)|| contains at most

2(7V—1) terms and £'||0(7)|| <2(iV-l)(€/2A7)<€. For each 7¿£7)o the

intervals 7£7), JQIi, leave uncovered in 7 at most two terminal intervals,

say 77', 77" (if any). Then we have

0(7.) = £<« 0(7) + 0(77') + 0(77"),

||0(7,-) - £«> 0(7)|| è ||0(77')|| + ||0(77")|| < ./if,

and

£<||0(/<)-£(" 0(7)|| <N(e/N) = e,

where £¿ ranges over all t= 1, • ■ • , N, and £(i) over all 7£7), JQIi. Thus

0 is quasi additive, and by (2.i) all 0r are quasi additive. By (3.ii) all ||0||,

|0,|, 0,+, 0r are quasi subadditive. Obviously 7= 7(||0||) is the Jordan

length of the curve C, and 7r=7(|0r|), V+= 7(0+), V7=V($7) are the

total variation, the positive and negative variations of xr(t), O^f^l. If

7< + oo, then C is rectifiable, 7r, 7r+, V7< + <», and the functions 0, 0r,

II0II. 10,|. 0,+! 0r are all quasi additive.
8. Jordan length for discontinuous curves. Let C: x = x(t), 0 |( S 1,

x=(xx, • ■ • , xk), be any real vector function (a parametric curve not neces-

sarily continuous). Take A, {i}, 2) as in Example 7. For every to, 0g/0<l,

let s+(io) =lim sup ||x(i) — x(t0)\\ as I—>2o + , and let s+(l) =0. Analogously, for

every to, 0<i0^l, let s~(t0) = lim sup \\x(t) — x(t0)\\ ast-^to — , and let s~(0)=0.

Finally, let s(to) = s+(to)A-s~(to) for every O^io^l. As in Example 7, we sup-

pose  0(7) = (0i, ■ • • ,   0*),   d>r(I)=xr(b)-xr(a),   r = l, • • • ,   A,   for  every
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I = [a, b]EA. Then F = sup EII<K-0|| is the Jordan length of C, and F< + oo
if and only if xr(t),r = l, • ■ ■ , A, are 5 F in A. If F< + «, then s(t), Og/gl,

is zero everywhere but for countably many t, and the sum (or the sum of the

series) cr= E5(0 ^ F is finite, where E ranges over all t. If we take 8(D)

= max |T,-| +0-— E5(¿<), where D=[h, ■ ■ ■ , IN], 7,= [of_i, a,], 0 = a0

<ai< • ■ • <ajv=l, where max is taken for all t=l, • • • , iV, and E

ranges over all * = 0, 1, • • , N, then 8(D) is a mesh function and 0(7), IE {i}

is quasi additive with respect to 8(D) and 35. We leave the proof to the

reader. Then it is easy to prove also that V= F(||0||) = lim EII<K-0|| as

o(T>)->0 where E ranges over all T£7>; D£35.

9. Cauchy integral in an interval in Em. We may suppose A is the unit

interval A=[Q — xT = \, r=\, • • • , tn], and 35 is the collection of all finite

subdivisions T> = T of A into intervals 7= [ar^xr^br, r = l, • • • , m]. Let

f(x), xEA, x = (xi, • • • , xm), be any bounded real function \f(x)\ = M, and,

for every 7, let 1 = 1(1), L = L(I) denote the infimum and supremum of f(x) in

7, A(I)=L-l, F = F(I) any number l = FúL, and 0(7) = F(I)\l\, \l\
= (bi — ai) ■ ■ • (bm — am). Let 5(7))=max diam 7 for all IED, where D(E35.

Then 8(D) is a mesh. The Riemann integrability condition reads: (R) Given

e> 0 there is a o-=o-(i)>0 such that EA(T)|T| <e for all T»G35 with 8(D) <a.

It is easy to verify that (R) implies the quasi additivity of 0(7) (with respect

to 35 and 8(D)) and vice-versa. The limit SB = lim E0(-O is the Cauchy

integral of f(x) in A.

10. Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral. Let /*bea measure function in a tr-ring So of

subsets of a space A, i.e., (A, SB, p,) is a measure space, and letf(x), xEA,

be a /¿-measurable and /i-integrable function. It is not restrictive to suppose

/(je)=0. For every 0<p< + <* and 0g£<ag + <», denote by B(p), I(p, q)

respectively the sets B(p) = [xEA, f(x)=p], I(p, q)=[xEA, p<f(x)^q].
These sets are all /¿-measurable and 0^pp[B(p)] < + =o, p[B(+ <x>)]=0,

(and we define pp[B(p)]=0 for p= + oo ), pu[l(p, q)]< + <*>, and E^/i [J? (/>) ]

= AT< + oo for some M (say AT^ 1), where E ranges over all p>0. Thus the

set P of all p>0 with /t[5(p)]>0 is countable and the corresponding series

2~lpa[B(p)\ is convergent. Also I(p-r, p+r)^B(p), p[l(p-r, p+r)\

—>p[B(p)] as t—>0+ for every p>0. Let {7} be the collection of all sets

I(p,q),Ogip<q= + cciandlet\p(I)=pp[l(p, ff)],T£ {t}. Let 35 be the family
of all finite decompositions D = [7,-, i = 1, • • • , n] of A into sets

Ii=[xEA, pi-i<f(x)úpi]E{l} with 0 = £o</>i< • • • <pn-i<pn= + oo.

Finally, let 5(75) = 1 if w=l, and, if «>1,

1 n-l

8(D) =       max      [p¡ - p^] +-+ E pA^M-
4=l,...,n-l />„_! ,•_!

Then 8(D) is a mesh function (§1) and 0(7) is quasi additive (with respect to

35  and   8(D)).  To  prove  the  last  statement,  given   e>0,   take  r¡ = r)(e)
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= min [e/4M, l] and let 7)0= [7, = 7(/>,_i, /><), i = l, ■ ■ ■ , N], 0=p0<p1

< • • ■ <pN-x<pN= °°, beany 7)0£2) with 5(7)0) <r?.Then thereare numbers

Ti>0 such that ß[l(pi-n, pi-r-Ti]<ß[B(Pi)] + e/'iNpi, »-1, • • • , iV-1.

Take r = minTi, and X=X(«, 7)0)=min [/>¿ — />¿_i, t = l, • • • , N—l; l/pN_x;

r;t]]. UD=[jj=(qJ_x,qj),j=l, • • • , n], Q = q0<qx< • • •  <g»-i<gn = + <*> ,

is any 7)£2) with 5(7)) <X, we have JxQIx, JnQIn, and

A = £[£(iW;)-0(/<)]-
•-i

= £ [£(i) qi-iß[J(qi-u qj)] - #í-^[/(#í-i, #0]]",
¿=i

where all g,_i, g;- relative to £(<) are between /><_i and />¿, and go = />o = 0. We

have

A â £ ¿,-i[£(<) fi|/(fM, ?,)] - *[/(*_„ Pi)]]-
Í-2

W-l

^ £ />.-i[4£(í;-i)] + í/4iV/»,_i + u[Z!(/>,)] + e/iNpi]
i-i

+ Pif-x[ß[B(pN-x)] + e/iNpN-x]

< 2ô(Do) + e/4 + €/4 < e/2 + e/4 + e/4 = e.

Thus 0(7), 7£{7}, is quasi subadditive (with respect to 2) and 5(7))), and

hence 7= 7(0)= lim £0(7) exists as 5(7))—»0, where £ ranges over all

7£7). Since/(x) is /¿-integrable, we have 7= Vty) < + °°, and by (3.i), 0 is

quasi additive. Also it is easy to prove that Vty) = (A)ff(x)dß is the Lebesgue-

Stieltjes integral of f(x) in A (see, e.g., [5; 8]). (It is also known that the limit

above exists even if taken as A—>0 with A = max [/>< — pi-x] + l/pn-x-)

11. Weierstrass integral over a rectifiable continuous curve C. Let C: x = x(t),

0=2^1, x = (xx, ■ • • ,xk), be any real continuous vector function with finite

Jordan length L. As in Example 7, let A = [0, l], 7 the class of all 7= [a, b]

QA, 2) the class of all finite subdivisions 7)= [7,-, t = l, • • •, TV],/««■ [a¿^i, o,],
0 = a0 < öi < • • • < on = 1, and 5 = 5(7)) = max (at — a¿_i), and 0(7)

= (0i. • • ■ , 0*), <t>r(I)=Xr(b)-xr(a). Then 7,= 7(||0||) (Example 7) and all

functions 0, 0r, ||0||, |0r|, 0+, 07 are quasi additive with respect to D and

5(7)). Let K be any compact set containing the graph [C] of C, i.e., [C]

QKQEk, and let/(/>, g), />£7C, g£Efc,be any function continuous on KXEk

such that f(p, tq)=tf(p, q) for all f^O, pQ-K, qQEk. For every 7£J7}, let
$(I)=f[x(r), 0(7)], where r denotes any arbitrary point t£7. Then $(7),

7£{7{, is quasi additive with respect to 2) and 5(77) by force of Theorem

(6.i), and the numbers 77(e), X(e, 7?0) of §2, can be taken independently of the
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choice of the t's in the intervals T. Thus, the following limit exists and is

finite:

3 = ff(P,q)= Hm   E#(/)
Je Ä(D)-K)   ieD

n

=   lim   E/[*(r••)»*(«*)-*(«i-i)]i
HD)-*o   ,=i

independently of the choices of the points t,-£ [a.-i, o«]. This limit is known

as the Weierstrass integral of / on the rectifiable curve C and was studied by

L. Tonelli, G. Bouligand, N. Aronszajn, K. Menger, C. Y. Pauc. See [l]

for references. It is known that 3 is invariant with respect to Fréchet equiva-

lence, i.e., it is independent of the representation C:x = x(t) of C. In particular,

if s = s(t) denotes the Jordan length of the curve Ct defined by x(t) on [0, t],

0 = 5^7., and X(s)—x[s(t)], then C:x = x(s), 0^s=L, is a representation of

C, X(s) is Lipschitzian of constant 1, and 3 is given by the Lebesgue integral

3=   f /(#,«)=   fLf[X(s),X'(s)]ds.
J c Jo

12. Integral on a continuous surface of finite area. Let A QE2 be any "ad-

missible" set of the w-plane E2, w = (u, v) [l, p. 27], thus A may be, e.g., any

open set, or any finitely connected closed Jordan region. Let T:x = x(w),

wEA, x = (xi, x2, x3), be any continuous mapping (surface) from A into any

set K, thus, if [T] is the graph of T, we have [T]EKEE3. Note that T is

supposed to be single-valued but not necessarily one-one. Also, we suppose

that the Lebesgue area L = L(T) of T is finite and positive. Let {ir} be the

class of all closed simple polygonal regions ir C-4, and 35 the class of all finite

systems D= [ir]= [ifi, • • • , ir„] of nonoverlapping regions 7r£{7r}. If E2r,

r = 1, 2, 3, denote the oriented coordinate planes of E3, and rr the projection of

E3 onto £2r, then Tt = ttT is a plane continuous mapping from A into E2r,

whose Lebesgue area will be denoted by LT = L(TT). Note that T, Tr map the

oriented boundary curve tt* of 7r into continuous closed curves C, Cr, and Cr is

the projection of C on E2r. If 0(p, Cr), pEE2r, denotes the topological index of

any point pEE2r with respect to Cr, (0 = 0 on [Cr],0^Oor =0on E2r— [Cr]),

then the function 0(p, Cr), pEE2r, is 7,-integrable, and we put u(ir) = (m, w2, m3),

ttE W}, where ur(ir) = (E2r)fO(p, Cr), r = 1, 2, 3. In [l, p. 358] the following

indices, or indices of fineness, have been defined

d(D) = max osc(T, tt),

m(D) = max«,,

p(D) = max[T - E ||«W||, ¿r " E I «rW I , r = 1, 2, 3],

tED,

r = 1, 2, 3,
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where £ ranges over all irQ-D, and where mr= \Br\ is the two-dimensional

Lebesgue measure of the compact set B„

BT= tJ U tt*)=   U  [C], r= 1,2,3.
\x6J5        / tSD

It is proved in [l, p. 358] that, given e>0, there are systems D= [it] with

d, m, p<e. Thus

5(77) = d(D) + m(D) + ß(D), 77 £ 2),

is a mesh function (§1). The following statements have been proved:

(a) [1, pp. 186, 296]. If N(p, Tr) =Sup £| 0(p, CT) |, where Sup is taken
for all 7)£2), then N(p, Tr), pQ-E2r, is 7,-integrable, and Lr=(E2r)fN(p, Tr),

r = l, 2, 3.
(b) [l, p. 358]. There are measurable sets HrQE2r such that £| 0(p, Cr) |

= N(p, Tr) for all pQ-E2r—Hr (£ ranges over all ir£7)) and |77r| ^¡ß,

r=l, 2,3.
(c) Since B, is compact, if Br„, p>0, denotes the p-neighborhood of Br

in Eir, we have Brp—>Br, \Brp\ —>|73r| as p—>0+. Hence, there are numbers

pr>0 such that |7Jr,,| <|73r| +aT for púpT, where <rr is any positive number,

r = l,2, 3.

(d) [l, p. 360]. If 7)= [ir] is any system as above, and 8 = d+m+ß is its

mesh, if 7)' = [tt'] is any other system and 5' = d'-\-m'+p' is its mesh, if d! <p,

if BT, 77r, 73/, 77/ are the sets defined above for 7) and 77' respectively, let J,

be the set Jr = BriSJB'Tp\JHT\JHr. Then

E | £<*> «,(V) - uT(ir) |   g 2(7,) JN(p, Tr),

£' | uTW) |   < (7r) j N(p, 7V), r = 1, 2, 3,

where £ ranges over all ir£77, £(T) over all ir'Q-D' with ir'Cr, and £'

over all ir'QD' with w' (^.tt for any irQ-D.

From (d) it follows immediately that

£ || £(I) «(V) - «W|| < 2 £, (Jr)JN(p, TV),

E'MOH   <2Z(Jr)fN(p,Tr),

where £r ranges over r = 1, 2, 3. We can now prove that u(ir) — (ux, u2, ut),

t£ {t} , is quasi additive with respect to 2) and 5(77).

Indeed, given e>0, there are numbers ov>0 such that (M)fN(p, TT)
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<e/30 for any measurable set A7C7¿2r with \ M\ <ar. Take ?; = ii(e)=o-

= min [ai, <r2, o3], and suppose 7>0= [?r]£35 with 8 = 8(D0) =d+m+p<n.

Hence |5r| =mr=m^r¡^o-r, and, by (c), there are numbers pr>0 such that

\Brp\ <|73r| +0", for p<pr, and finally |73rp| ^o-r+o-r = 2o-r. Also |77r| úpún

^<rr. Letpo = min [pi, p2, p¡] andX=X(«, D0) =min [p0, «]. If D= [tt'] £35 with

8' = 8(D) =¿'+w'+/t'<X, and 5/, 77/ are the relative sets, we have |T3/|

gmt =m'<\ún=oT and \W | ^p'^Xgov Thus, if Ir=Brp\JB't \JHr\JH't,

we have | Tr| ^2o-r+o-r+o-r+(rr = 5o-„ and (Jr)fN(p,Tr) <5(e/30) = e/6,

r=l, 2, 3. Thus

EHE«"'«(O-«Gr)|| <2-3(£/6) = e,
E'||«(0||<3(6/6)<e.

In other words, u(ir), ?r£ {tt} , is a quasi additive vector function (with re-

spect to 35 and 8(D)), and

F(||0||)=   lim     Elktoll =L< + ».
«(£)-«>   xei)

If/(£, ff), P = (Pup2,Pi)EK, ff = (ffi, ff2, ff3)£E3, is any function defined on
KXEz such that/(p, tq)=tf(p, q) for all i^O, p£TC, ff£Es, let U = [ff£E,,
||ff|| = l] be the unit sphere in Es, and suppose that f(p, q) be bounded and

uniformly continuous on KX U. For every 7r£ {ir} let t denote an arbitrary

point t£7t, and let

*to = f[p(r), «(t)], 7r£{7r}.

By force of (6.i), $(?r) is a quasi additive scalar function (with respect to 35

and 8(D)), and thus the following limit exists and is finite

3 =  f f(P, 9) =   hm     E *to
•/ T i(ß)-K)    x€fl

=    lim     2ZÁP(r), u(tt)},
«U>)->0    xSB

and this limit is independent of the choice of the points t£7t, ttED. This

limit is the integral of the function/ over the surface T defined by the author

[l, Appendix B]. This integral was used by J. M. Danskin, A. G. Sigalov,

J. Cecconi, V. E. Bononcini, and the author in surface area theory and the

calculus of variations. In [l, Appendix B] as well as in [9] it is shown that

the same integral 3 can be defined also by an analogous process with different

classes {tt} , functions u, and mesh 5.

5. A lemma. If 0(7) = (0i, • • • , 00, 7£ { 7}, is any quasi additive vector

function, let us denote by ar = o:r(7) the numbers ar = «r(7) =0r(7)/|

r = l, • • • ,A, provided ||0(7)||>O. Thus -lgav^Land Er«?=l. If
0(T)|
\HD

= 0 let ar = o!r(7), r = 1, • • • , A, be any set of A real numbers with E' «? = 1
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Thus a(I) = (ax, ■ ■ • , ak), IQ {I}, is a vector function defined for all 7£ {7},

with ||a|| =1.

(5.i) Let 0(7) = (0i, • • • , 0*), 7£ {7}, be any quasi additive function with
7=7(||0||)< + oo, let e>0 be an arbitrary number 0<€<(2 7+2)-1, let

<r = e3/48A, p=ß(o), 0<ß^o, the number defined by (3.vii), and let 7)0= [7] be

any system 7)0£2) with 5(7)0) <p,- Let X=X(o-, Do), 0 <X uß, be the further num-

ber defined by (3.vii), and let D = [7] be any system 7)£2) with 5(7)) <X. For any

IQDo and JQD let a(I), ß(J) be the unit vectors defined above. Let £r, £j,

£<J). £' denote as usual sums ranging over all IQDo, all JQD, all JQD with

JQI, all JQD with 7(£7 for any IQD0 and let £* be any sum ranging over

all JQD with JQI for some IQDo and \\ß(J) —a(I)\\ = e. Then we have

(5.1) £* ||0(7)|| < e,        £' ||0(7)|| < e,

(5.2) £/E(/)ll0(7)||||«(7)-pV)||2<e,

and also

(5-3)       £r | £<" ||0(7)|| - ||0(7)|| |   < e,     £z|| £<'> 0(7) - 0(7)|| < e,

,,,, II«-£r 0(7)|| <e, |7-£r||0(7)|||   < e,

{      ^ ||«- £,0(7)|| <e, |7-£,||0(7)|||   <e.

Proof. By (3.vii) we have

ll«-£/0(/)||  <<r, | 7- 2^ || 0(/)|||   <<r,

,.  .. II« - £.0(7)11 < a, | 7 - £,||0(7)|| |   < o-,

{     } £/1| £«> 0(7) -0(7)|| <,,

£/ I £(i) Ii0(7)|| - ||0(7)|| I   < o-,        £' ||0(7)|| < o-,

and analogous relations hold for 0r, 0+, 0r, r= 1, • • • , A. For every IQDo let

£(*-/) denote any sum ranging over all JQD with 7C7, ||a—/8|| îïe, where

a = a(I) = (ax, ■ ■ -,ak), ß = ß(J) = (ßlt ■ • • , ßk), \\a\\ =\\ß\\ = 1. We have

e2 g ||« - ß\\2 = £r (ar -ßr)2 = 2-2 23, «,/3,-

By multiplication by ||0(7)|| we have, since p\ = 0r(7)/||0(7)||,

(5.6) e2||0(7)|| = 2[||0(7)|| - £,«,0,(7)].

Let us observe that this bracket is =0 for every unit vector a. Indeed, by

the Schwarz inequality,

£ aMD = ( £ «i)1'2 ( £ 0^)1/2 = l|0(7)||.
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By summation in (5.6) with respect to all 7£T> with TC7, ||a—ß||s^e, we

have

*2 E(*7) |k(T)||   Ú  2 E(*7) [\\HD\\   -   Er«A(T)]

(5.7) = 2 E<7) [|k(T)|| -Er«A(T)]

=   2[E<7)|k(T)||-Er«rE(7)0r(T)].

We shall denote as before by «(7) = («i, • • ■ , uk) the vector u(I) = E(7)#(^)

—0(7), hence wr(7) = E(7)<M-^) —0r(7), and observe that by force of the fifth

relation (5.5) we have Er|lM(-0|| <"'• Thus by (5.7) we have

62 E(*7> IkCOll   =  2[E<7> lk(T)||   -  Er«r(0r(T) + «r(7))](

and since ar = 0r(7)/||0(7)||, by computation we deduce

*2 E(+7) \\HD\\   =  2[E(7> \\HD\\   - \\HD\\   -  Er«r«r(7)],

where

|  2Zr«TUr\     á   (2Zrl)l'\2Zruir =   (2Zrul)m =\\U\\.

Thus

e2 E(*7) lk(T)|| á 2[Et7) l|0(T)|| - \\HD\W + 2||«(7)||,

and, by summation over all 7£T>0, also

<2 E*lk(T)|| = 2 Ei [E(7) Ikcoll - lk(/)||] + 2 Er||«(/)ll
á2[E.||0(T)||-Er||0(7)||] + 2.

= 2 | F -  >Zj \\HD\\ I   + 21 F - Er IkGOll I + 2<r,
and, by the second and fourth relations (5.5), also

i2 E* IkCOll = 2<r + 2<r + 2<r = 6<r = e3/8A < e3,

E*|k(T)|| <6/8A<f)

and the first relation (5.1) is proved. The second relation (5.1) follows from

the seventh relation (5.5) since cr<e. Note that we have ||a(7) — ß(D\\ <e for

all JED, JQI except for those which appear in the sum E(*7), and for these

we have obviously e^||a-/3|| = [Er (ar-/3r)2]1,2^2A1'2. Hence

ErE(7,lk(/)lllka)-r5(T)||2
^2ErE(7)lk(T)|| + 4AE*lk(T)||
= t2(V + €3/48A) + 4A[«/8A]

= t-e(F + 1) + e/2 g e/2 + e/2 = t,

and (5.2) is proved
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Relations (5.3), (5.4) are trivial consequences of the first six relations

(5.5) sinceo<t.

6. The concept of integral. Let 0(7)=(0i, • • • , 0*), 7£{7}, be any
quasi additive vector function (with respect to a system 2) and a mesh func-

tion 5(7)) as in §§1, 2). Suppose 7= 7(||0||) < + °°. Then all functions 0r,

H0II, 0r, 0r+, 0r, r = l, • • • , A, are quasi additive.
Let T: p = p(w), wQA, p = (xlt • • • , xm), be any mapping from A into a

given set KQEm. Then, for every 7£ {7}, denote byco(7) the oscillation of T

on 7, i.e., the supremum of the differences ||/>(m)— p(v)\\ for all u, vQI. For

every 77£2), 7)= {7}, let a>(7)) = max w(7) for all IQD. Finally, let us suppose

that the mesh function 5(7)), D£2), has been chosen in such a way that

(a.) ù,(D) g 5(D) for all 7) £ 2).

This is actually a continuity requirement for the mapping T in A.

Let p = (xi, • • • , xm) denote any point pQEn as above, g = (gi, • • • , qk)

any point qQEk, and <3 the unit sphere in Ek, or ©= [g£7Sjt, ||g|| = l]. Let

/(£> î). pQKQEm, qQEk, be any function of (/>, g) defined for all (p, q)

QKXEk, such that

(fi) /is a bounded and uniformly continuous function of (p, q) in 7ÍX©;

(fa) /(/>, /g) -//<£, g) for all feO, PQK, qQEk.

Thus, by takingf(p, 0) = 0 for every pQK, the function/(/>, g), (/>, g) QK~XEk,
is continuous in KXEk. Under hypothesis (f) we shall understand (fi) and (f2).

For every 7£{7} we may choose arbitrarily a point r£7 and consider

the set function

*(*)= flPir), 0(7)], '€{/}.

We shall prove the following main theorem :

(6.i) Theorem. If 0(7), 7£{7}, « quasi additive (with respect to D and

5(D)) and 7= 7(||0||) < + «, if (a) and (f) hold, then *(7), 7£ {7}, is quasi
additive (with respect to 2) and 5(D)), and, given «>0, the numbers 77(e), X(e, 7)0)

of §2 caw be determined independently of the choice of r in each set I, IQD,

77£2).

The following statement is an immediate consequence of (6.i) and (2.v).

(6.ii) Theorem. If 0(7), 7£ {7}, is quasi additive and 7= 7(||0||) < °o ,

if (w) and (f) hold, then the following limit exists and is finite:

(6.1) 3 = I(f, T, 0) =   lim     £ f[p(r), <b(I)],
i(D)-.0   it=D

- » <3< + <*>, wAere 7)= [7]£2), t is any point tQI, IQD, 7)£2), and 3
is independent of the choice of t on each IQD.

The limit $(/, P, 0) is said to be the integral of the function / over the
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mapping (or variety T) with respect to the quasi additive function 0. We

shall denote 3 also by the notation

3 = m r, 0) = u) jf(p(w),<p(i)).

We shall denote by S(f, T, 0, D) the sum under limit in (6.1).

Proof of (6.i). Since/ is bounded in K X®, we have \f(p, q)\ ^N for some

Ar>Oandall/>£K,g£©.Let 7= V(\\<¡>[\) and M=max [AT, 7+1]. For every

7£{7} we have defined in §5 the unit vector a(I) = (ait • • • , a*), and now,

by requirement (f2), we deduce

/[/>(r),0(7)]=/[/>(r),a(7)]||0(7)||,

|/[íW,0(/)]|   è M\\<b(I)\\,

\S(T,f,<b,D)\   ^ MS(\\<b\\, D).

If 7=0 then we have also 3(/, T, 0)=O. We shall suppose 7>0. Given

e>0 then, by (fi), there is a £>0 such that \f(p, q) -f(p', q') | <e/2M for all

p, p'QK, q, q'QS, \\p — p'\\ <£, ||g — g'|| <£. We may suppose, furthermore,

£^(27+2)"\ £<1, f<e(6Af)-1. In harmony with (5.i), let <r = £3/48A,
ß=ß(o), Oèftûo, the number defined by (3.vii),and let 7)0= [7] be any sys-

tem 7)0£2) with 5(DQ)<ß. Let X = X(£, Do), 0<Xg¿t, the further number

defined by (3.vii), and let 77= [7] be any system 7)£2) with 5(7)) <X. For

any IQDo and JQD, let a(P), ß(J) be the unit vectors defined in §5. Let

£/, £/, £<7), £' be the sums defined as in (5.i), and £* any sum ranging

over all JQD with 7C7 for some IQDo and \\ß(J) -a(I)\\ ££. Then we have

(6.1) £* lk(7)|| < f,        £'110(7)11 <{.
We shall also denote by £<:t!/) any sum ranging over all JQD with 7£7 for

some IQDo and ||/3(7)— a(7)|| ^£, and by £(0/) the complementary sum

23(0/> = £(/> - £(*'>. We have

(6.2) | 7 - £,||0(7)|| |   < f,        £r | £<" ||«i.(7)|| - ||0(/)|| |   < i

We shall denote by r, t' arbitrary points t£7, t'QJ. Note that

(6.3) £* | /[/>(/), 0(7)] |   Ú M £*||0(7)|| g Mi,

(6-4) £' \fW), 0(7)] |   Ú M £' ||0(7)|| ^ Iff < e.

Note that for each 7£7?0 and all 7C7, 7£77, the points t'£7, t£7, lie in

7, and by w(77) Ú 5(77) we conclude that w(7) ¿w(D) á 5(77) <X uß ûo <£ and

hence ||/>(t')-/>(t)|| ûoi(I) <£• For the same 7, 7£77, 7C7, not included in

the sum £* we have also ||/3(7)—a(7)|| <£, and hence

| fW), ß(J)] - f[p(r), a(J)] |   < e/2M.

Let
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A = Er | 2Za)fW), HD] -f[p(r), HD] | ,

and observe that E(7)= E(07)+E(*7)- HiH^'^T,*- Hence

A^E* \f[p(r'),HJ)]\

+ Er | 2Zi0I)f[p(r'),ß(J))\\HD\\ -f\p(r),a(D]\\HD\\ I
Ú Mt+ Er I E(07> {f[p(r'), ß(D] -f[p(r),a(I)]}\\HJ)\\

+f[p(r),Hi)]{2Zm)\\HD\\-\\Hi)\\}\

= Mt+(el2M)2Zi2Z(0I)\\HD\\

+ m"2Zi\ E(07) lk(T)|| - Ikcoll I
= M$+ (e/2M) Zj\\HD\\ + M Er I E(7) \\HD\\ - \\HD\\ \

+ M2Z*\\HDl
By the relations (6.2) and (6.3) we have now

(6.5)    A = Mt, + (t/2M)(V + £) + MÇ + MÇ = 3MÇ + e/2 < e/2 + e/2 = e.

Relations (6.4) and (6.5) can be now rewritten in the form

Er I E(7> HD - Hi) I < «,       E' I HD I  < e,

and this proves that $(T) is quasi additive, where 8(D0) <p(£3/48A) and 8(D)

<X(£3/48A, Do), and the numbers u, X do not depend upon the choices of

the points r£7, t'£7. Thus (6.i) is proved.
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